further up inside you. Practice pushing your Egg out to the tip of your vaginal opening and sucking her
back in to improve your muscle control. Practice this for 10- 15 minutes each time you use your Egg
.Whilst using your her, try to remember to focus your energy on positive, transformational thoughts
and trust the Universe to respond to your desires. Should you decide that you wish to remove your Egg
yourself, gently bear down using pelvic ﬂoor muscles and a soft releasing moan, to guide your Egg out
of you until you can safely allow her to fall into your hand. We do not recommend removing your Egg
yourself as you interupt the healing process, rather trust your body and allow your Egg to come out for
itself organically.

WHAT IF MY EGG GETS STUCK?
Your Egg won't get stuck or lost as your Yoni is a closed system, your Egg is doing the work that its been
called on to do. The journey you have called & embarked on with your Yoni Egg is rooted in connection
and letting go of control. So trust and allow your Egg to work for you .When the time is right or when
you need a break your Egg will release itself organically.

CAN I USE MY EGG WHILST ON MY CYCLE?
Many women have reported to have used their Eggs safely during their cycle and have found that it
helped to ease PMS. Some see this as a cleansing process therefore prefer not to interupt the ﬂow.
Should you chose to use your Egg during this sensitive time, be aware that because of all of the
changes happening to your body physically, such as your uterus expanding , your Egg may not stay in as
long.

CAN I USE MY EGG WITH AN IUD?
Some women have reportedly done so, we here just like to encourage you to be safe and responsible
with your body, doing only what feels good intuitively with your own body.

CAN I USE MY EGG WHILST I AM PREGNANT?
Although many women have reported to have safely used Eggs whilst pregnant, we encourage you to
check with your, Doula, Midwife, Gynaecologist or Doctor etc, ﬁrst to see if this is safe for you.
Remember every woman is different.

CAN I HAVE SEX WITH MY EGG IN?
Yes you can! Some have reported that their partners have experienced more pleasure whilst using
Eggs during sex. However whilst some ﬁnd it really pleasurable, it can cause discomfort to those who
are well endowed. Deciding whether or not to use your Egg during sex is a personal choice that you
and your partner will make together.

WHY SARJO'S WHOLISTICS YONI EGGS?
We here at Sarjo's Wholistics take the time to ensure that each and every Egg we provide handled with
good vibes and are inspected to ensure the quality is high, as well suitable for you. All Eggs are all
carefully cleansed, smudged and placed in the moon to charge regularly, and kept in a high
vibrational environment. They are nurtured with Yoni friendly theraputic oils before being sent to
you. Yoni Eggs are living things therefore we believe that they should be treated with love and respect
they deserve. Treat them like you would love to be treated and you will feel and reap the rewards...
Enjoy your journey of Self Mastery and remember if it does not feel right take some time out, use
some smoky quartz ( if you have one of our smoky quartz Eggs even better) and come back once you
feel your ready. Go with the ﬂow and ﬂourish!
Much Love,
Sarjo ❤
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YONI EGGS

WHAT DOES YONI MEAN?
Yoni is the all encompassing Sanskrit term for Vagina which encompasses the entire female reproductive
system (labia, vulva, clitoris, vaginal canal, uterus).

WHAT IS YONI EGG & WHERE DO THEY COME FROM?
Yoni Eggs, often referred to as Jade Eggs, are semi precious stones / gemstones that come from the
earth, ancient sentient beings, carved into the shape of an egg used primarily to maintain a healthy
vagina and strengthen our pelvic ﬂoor muscles. This ancient practice began originally in China over 5000
years ago, this powerful practice was taught exclusively to concubines for the emperor and members of
the royal circle, as wise, ancient powers believed that health, beauty and longevity could all be
achieved through a strong and healthy vagina. According to ancient Taoist tradition, a strong vagina and
pelvic ﬂoor intensiﬁes life-force energy or qi. It was and still is believed that when a woman does her
kegels with a Yoni Egg that energy is lifted and intensiﬁed within, which ampliﬁes her qi energy outward
where it is transformed into higher spiritual energy.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF USING YONI EGGS?
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They natural & come from Mother Nature
Assist with fertility
Helps to detoxify the Yoni.
Stimulates increased blood supply to the Yoni.
Assists in gaining spiritual enlightenment, connection and awareness.
Helps to balance emotions.
Assists with Chakra healing & addressing imbalances.
Assists in increasing vaginal lubrication.
Helps release trauma stored in the Yoni.
Massages the reﬂexology points in the vaginal wall.
Strengthens the pelvic ﬂoor muscles.
Tightens and tones the vaginal walls.
Helps gain control of vaginal muscle manipulation.
Enhancing sexual pleasure for yourself and your partner.
Prevents sagging of the uterus, rectum and bladder.
Helps prevent incontinence.
Increases hormone production and regulates hormonal balance.
Reduces cramping and abdominal pain. During the female cycle.
Helps maintain healthy reproductive organs.
Increases awareness of your Divine Feminine Energy.
Assists in stimulating the libido & vitality
Helps to bring you to an orgasmic state

HOW DO I KNOW WHAT GEMSTONE TO CHOOSE?
If you are new to Yoni Egg practice, then we recommend you start with Root Chakra Crystal such as Red
Jasper or Carnelian as they help to ground you and assist in harnessing your sexual sensuous energy,
which unlock our creative and manifestation desires. Rose Quartz & Nephrite Jade (Nephrite Jade is the
original Yoni Egg & considered the Queen in Yoni Egg terms. In addition tends to be more costly) are also
popular choices for beginners. However, we here at Sarjo's Wholistics encourage you to allow your
intuition to guide you by how feel when looking, touching and reading the metaphysical properties of
each Gemstone. If you wish to purchase a Yoni Egg in person then we recommend you attend one of our
Yoni Egg Workshops or book a Private Yoni Egg Consultation.

WHAT SIZES OF YONI EGGS DO YOU OFFER?
Here at Sarjo's Wholistics we offer what we consider medium Eggs (35mm x 48mm), not to be
compared to other Yoni Egg Consultant's Medium Eggs.
Medium Eggs are perfect for both experienced users and beginners. Larger Eggs require more control of
your Yoni muscles to manipulate inside you, as there will not be alot of space to move your Egg up and
down, due to the size of the Egg. Smaller Eggs are harder to feel due to their size, therefore without
adequate muscle control as well as strength, it will be more difﬁcult to keep them inside you. These as

for a much more advanced user. If you have difﬁculty keeping your Egg inside you, try practicing at home
whilst sitting down to begin with, focusing on squeezing & releasing your Egg until you feel more conﬁdent to
venture out with your Egg in place.

HOW DO I CARE FOR MY EGG?
We here at Sarjo's Wholistics take time to metaphysically cleanse and ground all our Eggs upon receiving
them, before sending them on to our clients. We also encourage you to do the same once you receive your
Egg. This allows you to connect your own energies and intentions with that of your Eggs sentient power. This
new exciting journey of self discovery will help you to align you to unlock your highest self. The journey may
not always start of smoothly however with consistence you will discover many revealing moments of clarity.
You may choose to cleanse her physically ( highly recommended) by placing it under running warm water (it's
not necessary to place in boiling hot water as this can damage your Egg) with a mild wash such as Sarjo's
Wholistics Goddess Fresh Feminine Wash. Some prefer to place their Eggs in hot water (never in boiling
water as this may crack your Egg) however, this isn't a necessity but more of an option. You may cleanse your
Egg energetically by smudging with Palo Santo, Sage or a cleansing herb/ incense of your choice, as well
setting your healing intentions & being clear about what you wish your Egg to assist you with on your journey.
You can do this by holding your Egg in your left (receiving) hand, cupping it over with your right (giving) hand
focusing your intentions on what you desire your Egg to assist you with. Speak your intentions clearly and
from the heart and check in with your womb also. Yoni Eggs are living elders aka Mineral People, who have
been on this earthly plane longer than you therefore have alot of wisdom, if you treat them with the respect
they deserve, then they will impart you with their wisdom. Remember your Egg is not here to ﬁx the
challenges you experience in your life, but to enlighten you on your spiritual journey of transformation &
connecting with yourself. You can also cleanse & charge your Egg by exposing her to Sun & Moon (Full or
New), we highly recommend the Moon as this helps to connects you with your Divine Feminine Energy. If you
have a garden or window sill with plant pots, it's important that you ground and connect your Egg to the
source they once came from. Be aware that some Gemstones can fade over time if left in the Sun for long
periods of time. After each use, ensure to cleanse your Egg by washing them in the same manner mentioned
and remember that Gemstones absorb energy so it is necessary to cleanse them regularly especially if they
have absorbed negative or traumatic emotions from inside you. This can be done by running under water for
a few minutes before offering them your positive intentions again & metaphysically clearing them with
cleansing herbs, woods and/or resins. If you are not using your Egg immediately, then you may wish to keep
her in a sacred space sure as an altar or where you feel it will be surrounded by positive vibrations or
anywhere you can look at her from time to time to inspire a feeling of wellbeing. Some women like to keep
their Eggs in the left hand side of their bras, to connect to the Heart Chakra and receive healing that way if
they are not using their Egg for Yoni Practice.

HOW DO I INSERT MY EGG?
The largest side goes in ﬁrst, however every woman is different, so if this does not feel comfortable for you
there are no rules stating that you can't insert her with the smaller side ﬁrst. We here at Sarjo's Wholistics
always encourage you to use your intuition and your inner voice. We recommend applying a small amount of
our Goddess Elixir and Goddess Aroma Yoni Spritz to your Egg before inserting her into your Yoni, allowing the
healing properties of the Elixir & Spritz to work in conjunction with your Egg. Goddess Elixir is pH balancing,
contains botanticals & essential oils that help to sooth & heal your Yoni. Goddess Aroma Yoni Spritz is
hormone balancing, which all brings you into alignment & wellness whilst on your magical journey.

WHAT'S THE BEST WAY TO USE MY EGG & HOW LONG SHALL I USE IT
FOR?
The most important thing to remember when using your Egg is that its designed for your wellbeing.
There is no deﬁnitive time, its best to decide that for yourself. However a few points to suggest, chose a time
when your relaxed and are feeling positive about the healing that it will offer you. Granted you make time,
you can turn this experience into a sacred sensual ritual, including breast and Yoni massage. Some women
ﬁnd that by massaging their breasts, their bodies are more receptive to receiving their Egg. Not only are the
breasts an erogenous zone, the kidney meridian where sexual engergy is stored runs through the breast.
Apply a generous amount of your Goddess Elixir & Goddess Aroma Yoni Spritz to your hands as your massage
medium, take hold of your Egg in your left hand and lubricate it with the Elixir , take a deep inhale/exhale
breath, they inhale ( you can include moans if this feels good to you) and allow your muscles to soften and
release, drawing your Egg inside you with gentle push, then contracting your Yoni muscles, pulling her

